
The Church of Gun

Written by Jennifer Clement
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On a visit to the United States last autumn, I decided to go and visit the NRA (National Rifle
Association) in Washington D.C., as I knew that the organization had built a museum, The
National Firearms Museum, at their headquarters.  The NRA is the most powerful lobby in the
USA with 4.3 million members. On their website the NRA states that, while no absolute count is
available, it is closely estimated that there are 60-65 million gun owners in the United States,
30-35 million of whom own handguns. According to survey research, at least 45% of American
households own firearms. At the museum one word came to my mind:  fetish, a word that
literally means, "something irrationally revered".  For a large part of the US population, guns are
objects that are irrationally revered. The museum is a place of adoration that proclaims that a
gun is equal to freedom.  This museum is a “Church of Gun”.

  

  

The museum contains more than 2,000 guns from the year 1350 to the present.  There are
guns that have been used in Hollywood movies and that belonged to people like John Wayne or
Charlton Heston; there is a policeman’s gun that was found half-melted left from the rubble of
the Twin Towers that fell on 9/11; and guns that belonged to US presidents.
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The museum is divided into galleries.  One of these portrays a “typical” boy’s room from the
1950’s.  The bedroom is covered with gun motifs and contains a red flannel bed spread with
pistol patterns on it, comic books showing rifles, and brown and black toy guns and rifles. There
is a gallery devoted to hunting rifles, which honor the guns used by game hunters in Africa.

  

  

The support for guns is tied to the Second Amendment (Amendment II) of the United States
Constitution, which is a part of the United States Bill of Rights that protects the right to keep and
bear arms.  It states, “A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the
right of the People to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed”.  In the practice of this holy
reverence for the gun from the National Rifle Association, the museum, and also in the
discourse of right wing politicians and the Christian Far Right, no one talks about the business
and moneymaking behind the sale of guns. What, for example, is the yearly profit on guns sold
in Mexico to the army, the police, and the cartels?  Who are the shareholders?

  

  

On the web page for the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence, one of the most active
anti-gun groups in the USA, there is an ongoing ticker that keeps track of people shot dead in
the United States.  For this year the number is 79,898.  For today, September 24, 2010 as I
write this piece, 89 people have been shot. However, as I wrote this last sentence it rose to 99!
An average of 81 people die a day from gunshots and many, many more are wounded.  Every
few years, the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence updates the statistics for gun deaths
from around the world.  For the year 2007 guns murdered 17 people in Finland, 35 in Australia,
39 in England and Wales, 60 in Spain, 194 in Germany, 200 in Canada, and 9,484 in the United
States.
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    II    When I look at the pictures of the Earth taken from space I always expect to see the borderlinesof each country cut into the very land. Although the boundaries may not be seen, we know thedeep cuts that have slashed our world into pieces and, in our minds, we draw them in.  One lineI always imagine is that terrain where Mexico and the United States meet. The border's totallength is 3,169 km, according to figures given by the US International Boundary and WaterCommission and is the most frequently crossed international border in the world.  One estimateis that 250 million people cross between these two countries every year.  Drugs cross thisborder.  Guns cross this border. In November 2008 one of the largest weapons seizures inMexican history occurred in a safe house in Reynosa, Tamaulipas. The army found 540 assaultrifles, more than 500,000 rounds of ammunition, 14 cartridges of dynamite, 98 fragmentationgrenades, 67 bullet-proof vests, seven Barrett .50-caliber sniper rifles and a LAW rocket. TheBarrett .50-caliber rifle is an incredibly powerful and accurate military weapon capable ofpiercing even the heaviest body armor, punching through lightly armored vehicles, and eventaking down the rotary-wing aircraft often used by the Mexican government in counter narcoticsoperations.    On the arid borderlands on the United States side of the US/Mexican border there arethousands of gun shops.  The estimate is that there are at least 6,600 licensed dealers who areselling guns. The “Church of Gun” also does not have a gallery on the deaths from US gunsincurred off of USA soil.  There is no “gallery” on Mexico where it is estimated that over 90percent of the weapons there have been smuggled in from the United States.  In Mexico somany guns are confiscated by the Mexican government that they are used as road filler aroundarmy barracks. AK47s, pistols, rifle barrels, hook triggers, scopes and crushed magazines areburied beneath the black, oily asphalt: under the jacaranda trees, under the pepper trees, undermy feet, the roads are bone yards of past crimes.    From the Earth Google website I examine what the USA/ Mexico border looks like from space. One the site I manipulate the photographs and see the countries from the farthest satelliteposition. I think that Mexico has a strange and beautiful shape like a curled up body lying onone arm.  The shape changes as I move in closer and closer until Google Earth allows me tozoom in on Cuidad Juarez.  From this his aerial view on my computer, I can see the city blocks,the main square and the cathedral to one side. This is the city where mothers paint crosses oncement light posts in remembrance of their missing or dead daughters.    As I move the curser I can actually see the border between Mexico and the United States. I cansee the river and bridges.  On the Mexican side there many large buildings that I know arewarehouses.  On the US side I know those rows of roofs tops that look like homes are reallythousands of gun shops that line the border, row after row, mile after mile, highway afterhighway, “from sea to shining sea”.    III    At the “Church of Gun” there was no reference to the massacre of students at the Columbinehigh school in Colorado when two students killed 12 fellow students and a teacher before killingthemselves.  There is no reference to the Virginia Tech massacre when Cho Seung-hui killed 32people and wounded many more at the Virginia Tech College in Blacksburg, Virginia.   At the“Church of Gun” there are no galleries devoted to the huge number of women in relationshipswith a history of domestic violence who have been killed with guns owned by their husbands orlovers.  There are no “galleries” to honor all the accidental deaths of children who have accessto guns in their homes.    The National Firearms Museum also ignores the death of journalists.  The Reporters WithoutBorders’ 2009 Mission Report (on Mexico and the violence against journalists) concludes withthe following statement: The press freedom organization is nonetheless convinced that asolution to the tragedy is impossible unless the United States imposes controls on firearms.Mexico’s journalists have to work in a country that practices the most perfect form ofcensorship:  assassination.    Jennifer Clement(Presidente del PEN Club de México)  
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